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Enhancing CAD Drawings with PhotoshopSybex, 2005
"If you're an architect looking to get the most out of Photoshop, look no     further! Enhancing CAD Drawings with Photoshop is a killer book."     
     George Omura, Author, Mastering AutoCAD 2005 and     AutoCAD LT 2005
     
     Bring Your CAD Drawings to Life Using     Artistic Photoshop...
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Absolute Beginner's Guide to Microsoft Office Word 2003Que, 2003
Get up to speed on Word 2003's capabilities with concise, step-by-step tips from a Word expert!

Finally, readers without any Word experience have a book that was created just for them! This book is written for the reader who may be using Word for the very first time. Everything a reader needs to learn how...
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Modelling Distributed Systems (Texts in Theoretical Computer Science. An EATCS Series)Springer, 2007
A distributed system is driven by separate components that are executed in parallel, and protocols for such systems form a major aspect of system design in todays world of wireless and mobile networking. Process algebras are languages for the description of elementary parallel systems and are used to study the behavioural properties of distributed...
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Designing Cisco NetworksCisco Press, 1999
Cisco authorized self-study book for CCDA foundation learning

* Prepare for CCDA certification while mastering the network design process
* Learn to characterize existing networks and determine new customer requirements
* Develop appropriate network topologies for various environments
* Design device naming schemes and IP...
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Introducing Silverlight 4Apress, 2010

	Introducing Silverlight 4 brings you up to speed with the latest version of Silverlight quickly and efficiently. The book builds off your understanding of the basics of .NET coding and WPF, allowing your journey to Silverlight 4 proficiency to be as quick and painless as possible. The text highlights where coding techniques are...
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Introduction to Genetic AlgorithmsSpringer, 2007

	The origin of evolutionary algorithmswas an attempt tomimic some of the processes taking place in natural evolution. Although the details of biological evolution are not completely understood (even nowadays), there exist some points supported by strong experimental evidence:


	• Evolution is a process operating over chromosomes...
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Statistical Methods in Analytical Chemistry (Chemical Analysis: A Series of Monographs on Analytical Chemistry and Its Applications)John Wiley & Sons, 2000

	This new edition of a successful, bestselling book continues to provide you with practical information on the use of statistical methods for solving real-world problems in complex industrial environments. Complete with examples from the chemical and pharmaceutical laboratory and manufacturing areas, this thoroughly updated book clearly...
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WildFly: New FeaturesPackt Publishing, 2014

	Get acquainted with the exciting new features that WildFly has to offer with this book and ebook


	Overview

	
		Learn about the latest WildFly components, including CLI management, classloading, and custom modules
	
		Customize your web server and applications by managing logs, virtual hosts, and the...
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Minitab CookbookPackt Publishing, 2014

	With over 110 practical recipes, this is the ideal book for all statisticians who want to explore the vast capabilities of Minitab to organize data, analyze it, and visualize it with impactful graphs.


	Overview

	
		Gain an in-depth understanding of data formatting in Minitab
	
		Understand the steps...
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Vaccinology: Principles and PracticeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Covering all aspects of vaccine research and development in one volume, this authoritative resource takes a comprehensive and systematic approach to the science of vaccinology focusing not only on basic science, but also on the many stages required to commercialize and navigate the regulatory requirements for human application, both in the...
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Intel Trusted Execution Technology for Server Platforms: A Guide to More Secure Datacenters (Expert's Voice in Security)Apress, 2013

	"This book is a must have resource guide for anyone who wants to ...  implement TXT within their environments.  I wish we had this guide when our engineering teams were implementing TXT on our solution platforms!”  


	John McAuley,EMC Corporation


	"This book details innovative technology...
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Microbial Genomics and Drug DiscoveryCRC Press, 2003

	Exploring innovative routes of drug discovery in the postgenomic era, Microbial Genomics and Drug Discovery examines bioinformatic and genomic approaches for the identification, detection, selection, and validation of new antibacterial targets and vaccine candidates. The book discusses potential pathways for effective infection control,...
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